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In this paper we determine the spherical distributions on the pseudo-Riemannian 
symmetric space SL(n, R)/GL(n - 1, W) and study their asymptotics, thus providing 
the necessary ingredients for the Plancherel formula for this space. 0 1986 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite centre, (r an 
involutive automorphism of G, and H an open subgroup of the group of 
fixed points of 6. Then G/H is called a semisimple symmetric space. Let 
9 = A@ 9 be the decomposition of the Lie algebra of G into + 1 and - 1 
eigenspaces with respect to the differential of u. We shall assume that the 
restriction of the Killing form to a is not definite. G/H is said to be a 
pseudo-Riemannian symmetric space in this case. 
Harmonic analysis on pseudo-Riemannian symmetric spaces is receiving 
a still growing interest. Especially the results obtained by Oshima, 
Sekiguchi, Matsuki and Flensted-Jensen have a very stimulating influence 
on several young mathematicians. The field is very much indebted to 
Harish-Chandra. His achievements in the Riemannian and in the group 
case serve often as a model in the pseudo-Riemannian case. On the other 
hand Harish-Chandra’s instruments seem not to be sufficient to tackle the 
problems in this new area. Large classes of pseudo-Riemannian spaces have 
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been treated by Oshima and Sekiguchi in a rather satisfactory manner (cf. 
[ 10)). But even in the rank one cases a complete answer seems not to have 
been given. The isotropic spaces are however well understood by the work 
of MolEanov [S], Faraut [2], and Kosters [6]. 
In this paper we start the study of the non-isotropic spaces. We treat the 
space X= SL(n, Iw)/GL(n - 1, [w) for n 2 3. The rank one spaces SL(n, [w)/ 
GL, (n - 1, [w), Sp(n, lQ)/Sp( 1, [w) x Sp(n - 1, Iw), and FdC4c4,/Spin(4, 5) will 
be dealt with in future publications. The main subject of the present paper 
is the determination and the asymptotics of the GL(n - 1, IW)-invariant 
eigendistributions of the pseudo-Laplacian on X. In analogy with the 
Riemannian case we call them spherical distributions on X. Though a 
Plancherel formula could be included in this paper, we decided not to do 
so, in order to keep this article within a reasonable length. The Plancherel 
formula and the discrete series will be treated in another paper [13]. 
Recently, MolEanov announced rather complete results in the special 
case n = 3 [9]. We compare his method with ours in [13]. 
The contents of this paper coincides, except for some corrections and 
additions, with a large part of the thesis of M. T. Kosters [6]. 
1. THE SYMMETRIC SPACES SL(n, R)/S(GL( 1, [w) x GL(n - 1, [w)) FOR n 2 3 
Let G = SL(n, [w) and denote by M,([W) the space of ail real n x n 
matrices. Then G acts on M,(R) by conjugation: 
g.x=gxg-’ (gEG,xEM,(R)). 
The (algebraic) manifold 
X={x~M,([W):rankx=tracex=l} 
is invariant under this action, and G acts transitively on X. Let x0 be the 
matrix in X, given by 
x0= 1 
( > 0 . 
Then the stabilizer of x0 in G is equal to 
H = S(GL( 1, [w) x GL(n - 1, [w)) 
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X is homeomorphic to G/H in the natural way. We shall identify X and 
G/H as analytic G-spaces. Put 
and define the map 0: G + G by a(g) = JgJ. Then g is an involutive 
automorphism of G with H as fixed point group. 
Define 8: G + G by 0(g) = ‘g- ’ (’ denotes “transpose”). Then 6’ is a Car- 
tan involution of G, commuting with 0. The group K of fixed points of 8 is 
equal to SO(n). 
If we denote the automorphisms of the Lie algebra g = sd(n, R) of G 
which are the differentials of 0 and 8, respectively, by the same letters 0 
and 8, then they are given by 
oY= JYJ, ey= -‘Y (YEpI. 
Let g=A@a=k@p be the decompositions of g into eigenspaces for 
eigenvalues 1 and - 1 of (T and 8, respectively. Then we have 
a= 
1 
x2.1 b 0 X n.1 
L= { YE.YL@, ox): ‘Y= -Y) 
f4= { YE.s@l, R): ‘Y= Y}. 
Of course, A and I& are the Lie algebras of H and K. Write 
L= t 0 1 1 0 1 Ea”b* 0 
Then a = R L is a maximal abelian subspace of 9: a is a Cartan subspace 
of 9 with respect o 0. 
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Let m be the centralizer of a in A. Then 
-+tr Y 0 0 
@.W= ii 0 -itr Y 0 : YEg@I-2, R) . 
8 8 Y 
1 1 
For Pea*, let g B be the simultaneous eigenspace for the elements ad X 
(XE~), with eigenvalue p(X). So / = {YES: ad(X) Y= p(X) Y for all 
ATEa}. Define MEa * by a(lL) = A. Then 
(p and q are considered column vectors) 
B 
-“=(J(#), g-2% a( g2’), and we have the following decomposition of 9 
into eigenspaces of ad L: 
8=8 -2aOB-CLO(~Oa)OBa082a. 
Put +Z = $’ @ f2’. Then +Z is a nilpotent subalgebra of 9. The connected sub- 
groups A and N of G, corresponding to the Lie subalgebras a and H of g 
are given by 
cash t sinh t 8 
sinh t cosht 8 
8 8 I,-, 
and 
N= 
1 
WP, 4,/O = expG% 4) + Y(B)) 
i 
l+th4)+8 -B-1hq) ‘p = HP, 4) + B 1 -f(A 41-P ‘p :~,qER”-2,gER . 
4 -4 Z n-2 1 
(I,- 2 is the (n - 2) x (n - 2) identity matrix.) For some calculations, which 
will be done later on, it is more convenient to have A in diagonal form. 
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This can be achieved easily by performing the inner automorphism of G 
with 
go= 
g +gogg,‘, 
1/* l/& 0 ; 0’ 
0 OI I 
’ 8 ‘1 
------E--+- 
8 ; In-3 ; J3 
___----- I---r- 
Observe that go E K, so K is stable under this automorphism. We get 
goAg,‘= ) (; zn;2 0) :Mr+ 
go&t, 
I- - It 
1 PI ... Pn-2 z 
1 41 
8 
8 . . . 
1 
4 :pi, qjy ZE R . 
qn-2 
1 
1 I 
Observe that go Ng;’ is the Heisenberg group of dimension 2n - 3. 
Let ( , ) be the G-invariant bilinear from on M,(R), given by 
(x, y) = tr xy. Let co be the element of M,(R), given by 
1 -1 
to= 1 -1 
t ) 
. 
8 
Define PO: X + R by P,(x) = (x, to). Then one easily proves the following 
analogue of the Iwasawa decomposition. Put 
w= 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. (i) gENAHifandonlyifP,(g.xO)>O;gENAwHif 
and only if PO (g . x0) < 0. 
(ii) The map (n, a, h) + nah (nawh resp.) defines an analytic dif- 
feomorphism of the product manifold 
NxAxH onto NAH (NAwH resp.). 
(iii) ZfgEG, g=na,h (na,wh resp.), then t= -$log lPo(g.xo)l. 
We omit the somewhat edious calculations needed for the proof of this 
proposition. One has to use the fact that every n x n matrix of rank one can 
be written as x =p ‘q, with p, q E UT’. 
2. THE CONE .F= G/MN AND THE POISSON KERNEL 
The centralizer M of a in H consists of the elements of G of the form 
i + (det 8 0h)--]” & (det 80h)-I’* 8 h (h E GL(n - 2, R), det h > 0). 
Put E= (xEM,(R): t r x = 0, rank x = 1 }. Then G acts transitively on Z, 
and the stabilizer of the element 5” of E is equal to MN, so Z can be iden- 
tified with G/MN. The proof of this fact is left to the reader. Let &? be the 
subgroup of G, consisting of the elements g of the form 
f ldet hl -“*x 8 
g= 8 h > 
where hEGL(n-2, W), and 
(and then deth>O) (and then deth<O). 
Then IV= Mu WM. 
The stabilizer of the line { Ato: A E R} is equal to HAN. li;lA is the cen- 
tralizer of a in G, and hence, because of Theorem 1.2.4.8 in [ 161, 
P= ii;iAN is a parabolic subgroup of G. Note that, mAN is not the 
Langlands decomposition of F. If we use the “diagonal form,” the 
Langlands decomposition is given by 
P=M,A,N, 
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where 
X 
a 0 
AI= . . 
0 . 1 :x,y,a>0,xya”-2=1 a Y 
and 
ii 
+1 0 0 
iv,= 0 h 0 :ldethl=l,h~GL,(n--2,lR) . 
0 0 f sgn(det h) i 
P = MAN is easily seen to be a closed subgroup of G. It is well-known that 
G = K* P. Since w E K we also have G = K. P. The usual techniques for 
proving this statement for general parabolic subgroups (cf. [14, II, 
Chap. 61) easily lead to the following lemma. 
LEMMA2.1. zf?jeE then there are k E K and t E IF8 such that t = ka,<‘, t 
being unique and k being unique module K n M, The map K/M x A + E 
given by (k, a,) * ka,tO is everywhere submersive. 
Define for XEX and <EZ:P(X,~)=(X,~:). P:XxE+R is called the 
Poisson kernel. Note that P assumes all real values. The following proper- 
ties are again immediate: 
0) P(gx,gl)=P(x, <I (gEG,xEX GEE); 
(ii) P(x, 5’) = PO(x) (x E X). 
Define P: E x Z -+ [w by P([, 5’) = (r, r’). Then we have 
(iii) P(gt’, 5)=4 lim eC2fP(ga1~o, 5) (gEG). 
t-41 
The bilinear form ( , ) on M,(R) induces a G-invariant pseudo- 
Riemannian metric on X. Let 0, be the corresponding Laplace Beltrami 
operator. For convenience we shall work with 0 = 20 o instead. 
3. THE REPRESENTATIONS qs 
Let p’ be half the sum of the roots of (9, a) which are positive on L. 
Write p = p’(L). Then p = b(dim 9’ + 2 dim g**) = n - 1. Define a character 
x of li;i by x(g) = det x, if g is of the form 
f ldet hl -i”x 0 
g= 0 > h ’ 
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as in Section 2. So x = 1 on M. Define for s E @ the characters xO,s and x,,~ 
0f MAN by 
x~,.~(~v) = es’ 
xdmv) = x(m) 8’ 
(rn~&f,t~R,n~N). 
Also, define spaces E,,, (E) and E,, s(Z) of functions on E by 
E,,(Z) = {f~ P(E)“)lf(gma,[‘) = e’“-p”f(g<o) 
foralltER,mElii;gEG}, 
E,,s(Z) = {f~ CS(E)lf(gma,(‘) = x(m) e’“-““f(gt”) 
foralltER,mE&?,ggG}. 
Put B= (k[‘/k E K}; then it follows from Lemma 2.1 that if fE E,,,(E), 
then f is determined completely by its restriction to B. Using this we can 
identify E,,(E) with CpO (B), where 
c;(B)={f~C”(B)jf(-b)=f(b)forallb~B}, 
C;“(B)= {fEP(B)lf(-b)= -f(b)forallbEB}. 
Thus the spaces E,,,(E) acquire a topology (arising from the Schwartz 
topology on Cm(B)). G acts on these spaces by translation, and we denote 
the corresponding representation by r~~.~; 
if f E E,,,(Z), 5 E Z, g E G (i= 0, 1). rci,., is the C” representation of G, 
induced by the character x!,.~ of BAN. Because rn. to = x(m) 5’ for all 
m E iii; and a,. to = e2’10 for all t E KY, we have that if f E Cm(E), then 
feEo,s(S) iff f(15)=1;11’“-P”2f(5)forallIE[W,1#0. 
fEE,,,(E) iff f(~~)=~1~‘“~P~~2sgn~f’(~)forall;1~[W,;1#0. 
Let db denote the normalized K-invariant measure on B. Then if follows by 
writing out the Haar measure on G relative to the decomposition 
G = KMAN (Lemma 2.1), that the non-degenerate bilinear form ( , ), 
defined on E,,,(Z) x E,-,(Z) (i=O, 1) by 
W)=j f(b)h(b)& 
B 
is G-invariant (cf. [15, 8.3.111). 
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Write E;,(E) for the topological dual of E;,-,(E), and let n;, be the 
representation of G on E;,(Z), contragredient o ‘II,,_,; then, using ( , ), 
we obtain G-intertwining injections Ei,, (E) + E;.,+(Z). Whenever this is con- 
venient we shall regard Ei,, (E) as a subspace of Ei,,Y’(o”). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 52 be the Casimir operator on G; then 
I being the identity map on E,,,(E). 
This follows by standard arguments from the explicit form of 52 relative 
to the decomposition of 9 into eigenspaces of ad L. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let s be purely imaginary, s # 0. Then x~,,~ is 
(topologically ) irreducible (i = 0, 1). 
Proof. This easily follows from the theory of intertwining distributions, 
developed by Bruhat in his thesis. Let f-f0 denote the projection of 
CF (G) onto Ei,, given by 
f”(g) = JM,, f (gtia,n) ecp -““dfidtdn (i=O) 
f’(g) = lMANf(gtia,n) e’“-““X(ti) drjidtdn (i= 1). 
Here dfi and dn are Haar measures on 8? and N, respectively. If 
A: Ei,, -+ E,, intertwines rc,,,, then 
(f, g) --t lB A.f”(b) so(b) db 
defines a continuous G-invariant sesquilinear form on C’F (G). By the 
Schwartz Kernel Theorem and the invariance of this form, there exists a 
distribution T on G such that 
(T,.h) = j- AfO(b) g’(b) db (LgEC;IO(G)) 
B 
and satisfying 
T(fia,ngfi’a,n’) = e(~‘+p)‘+(S--P)XT(g) (i=O) 
T(tia,ng&a,n’) = ~(%FI’) e(s+Q)ll+(s--p)xT(g) (i = 1). 
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Such distributions T are unique up to scalar multiples, provided s # 0. This 
is shown in [7, Lemm 6.31, applying the Bruhat theory alluded to above. 
The proposition now follows from the converse of Schur’s lemma for 
unitary representations. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF SPHERICAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
Define P,: .Z+ [w by P,(r)=P(x’, [). IffEEo,P,s(6) we define for ~EC:, 
Res>p; 
IPI (b)(‘“-““*f(b) db 2 
and similarly, if fe E,, --s (E), 
2 I IP, (b)l’“PP”2sgn P,(b)f(b) db. B 
We want to study the possibility of analytic continuation of the functions 
s + ui,(f). For this purpose we study the behaviour of the restriction of P, 
to B in the neighbourhood of its zeros. 
Let S-l be the unit sphere in II%“, S’-’ = {x E KPl(x, x) = 1 }, and let B’ 
be the submanifold of S” ’ x S”- I, given by 
Define 4: B’ + B by &I, q) = 2p’q; then 4 is a twofold covering of B’ onto 
B. Define Pi (p, q) =p, q1 if 
then Pi = 2P, 04, so it suffices to study the behaviour of P’, in the 
neighbourhood of its zeros. 
So suppose P’, (p, q) = 0. Then p1 = 0 or q1 = 0, and, because Pi is’ sym- 
metric in p and q, we may assume p, = 0. By applying, if necessary, an 
element of 
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to (p, q) (K acts on B’ by k * (p, q) = (kp, kg)), we may assume 
0 
i ) 
; 
p= (i ii q= 0 0 1 0 
If 1~1 < 1 we can take p ,,..., pn- ,, q,, q3 ,..., qn as coordinates on 
SnP1 x S”-’ near (p, q), and in these coordinates B’ is given by the 
equation 
Here q2 (sly q3 ,..., q,,)= f(l-q:-q:- ... -qi)‘j2, where the + sign has 
to be taken according to whether B is positive or negative. 
P”(PIY> p,-l)=(l-p:- ... -pi ~ ,)‘j2. Then aF/aq, (p, q) = 1, so near 
(p, q) we can take p1 ,..., pn- i, ql, q3 ,..., qn- i as coordinates on B’. In these 
coordinates Pi (p, q) = p, q I. 
If c1# 0 we can take P’, as a coordinate instead of pl. If ltxl = 1 we show 
in a similar way that locally we can choose Pi as a coordinate. 
From [S, Chap. 1, Sect. 3, nn. 2, 33 it now follows that the functions 
s -+ ui,,(f) can be extended to entire functions of s. If we denote these 
extended functions also by s -+ ui,,(f), then we have 
ui,s E E,,x’(W for all s E C. 
ni,s’(h) ui,s = ui,s forall hEH,sEC. 
If 4 E 9(G) we define ii,s(d) = (~~,~‘(4) u~,~, u , ,) and then we have, apply- 
ing Lemma 3.1: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. [i,r is an H-bi-invariant eigendistribution of Q jbr eigen- 
value (s2 - p2)/4n. 
Remark 4.2. It is easy to show that the algebra of G-invariant differen- 
tial operators on G/H is generated by 0, so, if we consider the [i,s as dis- 
tributions on G/H, they are spherical distributions. 
5. INTERTWINING OPERATORS 
If fE C”(B) and s E @ such that Re s > p, we define 
(&,A(0 = j IP(5, b)l’“-P)‘2f(b) db, B 
(Al,JX4) = jB IP(5, b)l(s--P)‘2w P(5, b)f(b) db. 
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Now we want to study the possibility of extending (A,,,f)(<), considered as 
a function of S, to a meromorphic function on C. Clearly, it suffices to con- 
sider only one particular 5, for example, 
0 0 
5=20 . 
i i 8 
Using the covering map 4 of the preceding section, the above integrals can 
be rewritten in the form of [S, Chap. 1, Sect. 3, nn. 2, 31. 
The result is: (&,f)(<) can be extended to a meromorphic function on 
@ with at most poles for s in the union of the three sets 
{p-l,p-2 ,... }($,O, -+ ,... }{p-2, p-6,p- 10 ,... }, 
the order of each pole being at most equal to the number of these sets in 
which it occurs. The same statement holds for (A l,,f)(t), if we replace the 
third set by {p-4,p-8,p- 12 ,... }. 
Ifs is not in one of these sets, so that Ai,,fis well-defined, and if we take 
fin E,-,Y(E) instead of C”(B), then we have: 
LEMMA 5.1. (i) Iffy Ei,-.(E), then AJe E,,,(Z), 
(ii) Ai,s: E,-,(E) --t E,,,(E) is continuous. 
(iii) Ai,S intertwines the actions of G: A,,J~ n,,-,(g) = Ti,s(g)~Ai,, for 
all g E G. 
6. THE FOURIER TRANSFORM. EXPRESSION FOR [i,,y(d) 
FOR CERTAIN K-FINITE FUNCTIONS d 
The following lemma is the analogue of the Cartan decomposition for 
the spaces considered. It follows from [3, Theorem 4.1; 41. 
LEMMA 6.1. Every element x E X can be written as x = ka,xO with t 2 0, 
k E K. Then t is uniquely determined, and if t > 0, then k is determined uni- 
quely module K A M. If dx is a suitably normalized G-invariant measure on 
X, then 
s, d(x) dx = I i(: 4(ka,x”) A(t) dkdt for all #e C,(X), 
where A(t) = sinhnP22t cash 2t. 
580/68;2-5 
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DEFINITION 6.2. If 4 E 9(X) then the Fourier transforms & 8x C -+ @ 
(i=O, 1) are given by 
IP(x, ~)l’“-p”2~(x) dx, 
IP(x, 5)l(“PP)‘2sgn P(x, 5) 4(x) dx 
for Re s> p, and for all other s by the analytical continuation of these 
expressions. 
The fact that the analytic continuation in this definition exists is proved 
as in Section 4. 
We have 
(i) For fixed t, ,&t, s) is an entire function of s. 
(ii) For fixed s, ,&. , s) E E,,,(Z). 
(iii) The Fourier transforms commute with the action of G: if we 
denote for gE G, q5 E 9(X), the function x + #(g-l . x) by r,4, then 
i(Q)k s) = n,,,(g) i&t, 8). 
(iv) it04)^(t, S)= (s2-P2)iJ(5, S). 
If we consider [O,s and [,,s as distributions on G/H = X, then we have for 
Res< -p 
2 s ,&b, s)lP, (b)l’-“-p”2db B 
il.*(d) = q:“‘) 2 s 1&b, s)lP, (b)l’-“-p)‘2sgn P,(b) db. B 
4 
Using Lemma 6.1, we can construct K-invariant functions on X. If 
FE Cz,,(Iw), define $(&,x0) = F(t), then q5 is of class C”. 
Apart from K-invariant functions on X, we shall also need functions 
which transform according to a certain simple representation of K. We 
start by constructing that representation. 
Let I/ be the vector space of n x n complex antisymmetric matrices. Then 
K= SO(n) acts on V by conjugation: key = kyk-’ (ke K, YE V). The 
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corresponding representation, called ro, is irreducible for n # 4. If n = 4, V 
splits into two minimal invariant subspaces, generated by 
I \ 
0 -1 
0 
1 0 
0 -1 
0 
1 0 \ 
respectively. 
Define 
By straightforward calculation one shows that there are no non-zero 
A? n K-invariants in I’. Moreover, if n # 4, there is exactly one one-dimen- 
sional subspace of V on which &?n K acts according to the character x of 
Section 3, namely the one spanned by 
0 -1 
y,=l 0 
i 1 0 
0 
zo = 
i 1 
0 1 
-1 0 
For n =4, y, and z. span the two-dimensional subspace of I/ on which 
A.Zn K acts according to x. Write Y(k) = tr(k. y,) y, and Z(k) = tr(k. y,) z. 
for kE K. Then clearly Y(ks) = - Y(k) and Z(ks) = -Z(k) (kE K) for 
seKnH of the form 
i 
-1 
1 0 
.Y= . . 
8 
. 1 
1 
-1 
[s is chosen in such a way that sAsP1=A, sa,sP1=a_, (PER)]. Given 
FE C,“,,(R) we can construct P-functions 4 on X by taking 
d(x) = &ka,x’) = Y(k) F(r) (Z(k) F(t) rev.) (kEK, PER). 
Then the left K-translates of 4 generate a finite-dimensional subspace of 
P(X) such that the representation of K on this subspace is equivalent 
to 70. 
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Now we want to calculate the Fourier transforms of such functions. We 
start with the K-invariant ones: 
q&fca,xO) = F(t) (FE Cemy,,@)). (*) 
From property (iii) of the Fourier transforms, and because of the fact that 
E,,S(E) contains no non-zero K-invariant functions, we see that i 4 = 0. If 
t=Az (AEIR, 1~0, DEB), then 
,q&, s)= I;11+p)‘2F(s), 
where 
2 I 
m @(t, s) F(t) A(t) dz, 
0 
with 
@(t, s) = 1 IP(ka,x”, ~“)/(“pp)‘2dk. 
K 
We shall calculate @(t, S) by deriving a differential equation, satisfied by 
u(t) = @(t, s), solving this equation, and then determining @(O, S) directly. 
One has 
( WW,xO) = G(t), 
where 
1 d 
G(t)=-- 
A(t) dt 
A(t) $. 
Hence, using property (iv) of o& we obtain that u = @(. , s) satisfies 
We can solve this equation by first deriving a differential equation for 
u(t) = (cash 2t)‘- S+P)/2~(f), and then substituting tanh’ 2t as a new variable 
in the equation thus found, to obtain a hypergeometric differential 
equation. Solving the latter we find (using the fact that @(t, S) is regular for 
t=O) 
@(t, s) = B(s)(cosh 2t)‘“- P)‘2 2 F, f-$, 7; f ; tanh2 2t 
> 
. 
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We now determine 
P(s) = @(O, $1 
= s IP(k~XO, ~“)l(“-p)‘2dk. K 
The integrand is right invariant under SU(n - 1 ), and left invariant under 
and so the integral over K can be reduced to the double integral 
IP(b,,ao,xo, [“)I(~‘PP”2sin”P2 0, sirrUe 6, &I, de*, 
where for 0 E R, a, and b,, are given by 
cos8 -sin9 
sin 0 cos 0 
0 
a, = i 
1 
0 . . . 
1 
I 
1 
cos 8 -sin 8 
be= 
sin e cos 8 
1 
0 
0’ 
. . 
1, 
This is easily seen from the expression of the normalized SO(n)-invariant 
measure on S”- ’ in polar coordinates. 
Thus we obtain 
b(s) = 9 j’ JX 1120s~ 8, - cos* O2 sin* 8, I+p)‘2 
0 0 
x sinnP2 8, sinnm3 0, de, de,. 
Substituting 
w, = cos 0, + cos 9,sin 9, 
w2 = cos 0, - cos 6, sin 8, 
we get 
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Introducing polar coordinates r and q5 by 
wl=r&cos& w,=rJZsin$ (Oiril,OIf$I2rc), - - 
we get 
2(n-2) x12 B(s)=yjjl J 1 2(“-P)/2rs-P+1(~o~ 4 sin 4)CspPV2 
0 
x (1 - r2)(n-4)/2dr dd 
2’“-pi:2r(;) ypq+y2 
= 
nf 
S-p+n 
( ) 2 
Now we do the same for our second choice of 4: 
f$(ka,xO) = Y(k) F(t) 
First we treat the case n # 4. 
Since the representation z. does not occur in rro,S IK, we have, because of 
property (iii) of the Fourier transform, that ,J = 0. Furthermore, since z. 
occurs in r~i,~ li( with multiplicity one, we have, again because of property 
(iii), that if A.E R, i ~0, kE K, then 
l&Ak5°, s) = lA[((spp)‘2 sgn A. F(S) Y(k), 
with 
where 
@, (t, s) = 1 I(P(ka,x”, <“)l(“-p)/2 sgn P(ka,x’, to) Y(k) dk. 
K 
Define elements X, ,.,., X2,, _ 2j + 1 E R by 
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and let A, be the element of the universal enveloping algebra U(L) of /, 
given by 
n-2 p an-21 p P 2np3 A,=c+- c +-T 
k=l sinh t k=np, cash t cash 2t’ 
considered as a left invariant differential operator on K. Then we have 
1 d q qqka,xo) = Y(k) - - 
A(t) dt A(t) f+ (A, Y)(k) F(t). 
A straightforward calculation yields that 
A,y= --- 
( 
n-2 n-2 
cosh2 t sinh2 t > 
y= -4(n-2) y 
sinh’2t ’ 
This allows us to obtain a differential equation for ZJ = CD, ( . , S) in exactly 
the same way as we did for @(. , s). We obtain that u satisfies 
1 d du 4(n-2) 
-- A(t)dt- sinh2 2t A(t) dt 
~ u(t) = (s2 - p2) u(t), 
and, solving this equation: 
@, (t, s) = fir (s) tanh 2t(cosh 2t)(S-p)/2 
x F p-s+2 p-s+2 p+2 
2 1 
( 4 ’ 4 
; -; tanh2 2t 
2 > 
. 
We now determine the constant 
t=0 
i a 
=~J~$lP(ka,x’, r”)I(“~P)‘2sgnP(ka,xo, 5°))/1=o Y(k)dk 
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+qK (p(kxO, ~0)pP-w (J ( Y(ke))2 de 
SO(n- 1) > 
dk, 
where dt’ is the normalized Haar measure on SO(n - 1) c K. In this last 
expression the integrand under the SK-sign is right SO(n - 1) - and left 
SO(n - 2)-invariant, so we find 
Pl(s)=(S-p)Jfgqrjl IP(b&XO, p)l(s--p-2)‘2 
0 0 
( Y(btiu,/))2 dt 
> 
sin+* 0 sine3 $ dtl dt+b. 
Now the integrand under the JSOC,,- r) -sign is right SO(n - 2)- and left 
SO(n - 3)-invariant, so it is equal to 
n-3 z = 
-5 5 27t 0 0 
( Y(btiua,c,,b,,))2 sinn-3 8, sirF4 8, d0, do, (n 2 41, 
where for 8 E R, cg is. defined by 
Now 
1 
1 8 
cos 8 -sin 8 
c, = sin e cos e 
8 1 
. . 
1 
Y(~,u,c,,~,,)~ = 4(c0s2 8, ~0s~ I) - 2 cos e1 cos t+b sin 8, cos 8 cos 8, sin II/ 
+ sin2 8r sin* * cos2 8 cos* e,). 
The middle term disappears when we integrate over 8,) and we obtain 
5 (Y(b+~a,d))~ de =- 4 ( (n- 1) 
cos2 I) + cos* e sin2 II/). 
SO(n- 1) 
This is easily seen to hold in case n = 3 even. 
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Inserting this into our expression for pi(s), and then proceeding 
analogously to the calculation of /I(s), we finally obtain 
4r(;) z(spq+y2 
pI(s)=2(s-P)i2- 
n(n-l)r s--p+n . 
( > 2 
Now we come to the case X(4, R)/S(GL(l, 68) x GL(3, R)). 
&k(O, s) = lll(s-p)‘2 sgn A(P, (s) Y(k) + F2(s) Z(k))‘) 
with 
where 
and 
1 -- 
F;(s) = 2 
5 m @;(t, s) F(t) A(t) dt, 
r 
2 0 
CD, (1, s) = f IP(ka,x”, (“)l(“-p)‘2 sgn P(ka,x”, 5’) Y(k) dk 
K 
cP2 (t, s) = f IP(ka,x’, 1°)1(s-PM2 sgn P(ka,x’, 4”) Z(k) dk. 
K 
Both @, and Q2 satisfy the differential equation mentioned before. Let 
Qi(t, S) = b;(s) tanh2 t(cosh 2t)(SP3)/2 
x F 5-s 5-s 5 
2 1 -, -. -. = 
4 4 
‘2’ tanh2 2t (i 1, 2). 
Then we find by a method similar to the above: 
s+l 2 r- 
( > p,(s)2y 4 
s+l r- 
( > 2 
82 (s) = 0. 
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The latter equality can also be derived as follows. One has 
/l*(s)=Qg) j lP(kxO, ~“)l+““Y(k) Z(k) dk. 
SO(4) 
Let so be the element of O(4) defined by 
! 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 so= 0 0 0 1  . 
0 0 1 0 
Then the transformation k + soks;’ preserves SO(4) and its invariant 
measure, but Z transforms into -Z, so p*(s) = -/3*(s), implying pz(s) = 0. 
As an upp/ication of the preceding results we calculate the values of 
(A,,J)(t;‘) for certain special choices off: 
First we take f~ Cm(B) K-invariant. We may assume f= 1. Then 
A J= 0, because E,,S(z) contains no non-zero K-invariant elements. 
If keK, then if Res>p, 
because of Section 2, property (iii) of P. Hence, using Lebesgue’s theorem 
on dominated convergence, we have 
(Ao,JWO) = j lWt”, <“)l+p)‘2dk 
K 
~2’-~ ,tz e-+p)‘j (P(ka,x”, (“)l(“-P)‘2dk 
K 
= 2”-pp(s) lim e-(s-P)‘(cosh 2t)(spp)‘2 *F1 
,+CC 
y,y; $ tanh’ 2t 
> 
= ,C3-,qqs) 
r;r; 
0 0 
r P+s * 
6) 
:= cYo(s). 
4 
Remark 6.3. During the calculation we had to assume Re s > p but the 
result is valid for all S, because both sides of the equality are meromorphic 
functions of s. 
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In the same way we obtain iff= Y: 
Ao,,.f = 0 
and 
(A,,,f)(t’) = 2+“)‘*& (s) 
Remark 6.4. The values of (A,,sf)(<O) can also be calculated directly 
and quite easily, by using the “diagonal form.” 
7. DETERMINATION OF THE SPHERICAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
In this section we determine for each ;1~ @ the space c~;,,~(X) of H- 
invariant eigendistributions of Cl for eigenvalue A. The basic ideas are the 
same as those in [2] but we shall meet some additional diffkulties, which 
seem to be related to the non-isotropy of our space. 
Using the notations of Section 1, we define Q: X+ R’ by Q(x) = tr xx”. 
Then: 
(a) Q is H-invariant. 
(b) x0 is a non-degenerate critical point for Q. The Hessian of Q in 
this point has signature (n - 1, n - 1). 
(c) Q is real analytic. 
(d) Q assumes all real values: if i E [w put 
then Q(X,) = ,I. 
(e) Let S be the subset of X, consisting of the elements of the form 
0 “. 0 
x= 
t ) 
fT 1 
0 
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where T is a real (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix of rank 1 and trace 1. Then for 
each x E S we can choose coordinates x, ,..., x2n _ 2 on X near x, such that in 
these coordinates Q = x,x2, and S is given by x1 =x2 = 0. 
(f) If x 4 S and x #x0, then x is not a critical point of Q. 
If YES, then Y defines a differential operator T, on X, by 
d 
(TyfMx)=-f(exp tY.~)l~=~. dt 
Consider the elements Xi ,..., XZn-*, which form a basis of a, given by 
/Ol \ / o... 0 1 
i 
x1=(-1 
\ 
*),..., xnpl= (j * 
i 
0 1 ... 1 
X,= 
1 
! 
0 
,...,XZn-2= 
i. 
0 ; 8 0
1
If x E M, (R), then we denote the entry of the matrix x in the ith row and 
jth column by xii. 
The differential operator 0 on X can be expressed in the T,,‘s as follows: 
II-1 2(n - I ) 
cl=- c Tzx,,+ c Px,. 
i=l I==" 
Using this one proves 
LEMMA 7.1. If F is a C2-function on l%, then 
q l(FoQ)=LFoQ, 
where L is the second order differential operator on R, given by 
L = a(t) $+bW$. 
with 
a(t)=4t(t- l), b(t)=4(nt- 1). 
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The next lemma, of which we omit the (elementary) proof, shows that Q 
almost parametrizes the set of H-orbits on X. If p, q E: R”- I, where p and q 
are considered column vectors, write 
4P, 9) = 
1 ‘P ( > 4 qrP 
Then we have 
LEMMA 7.2. Zf x, y E X, and Q(x) = Q(y) # 0, 1, then there is an h E H 
such that h. x = y. The set {x E X: Q(x) = 0} consists of the three H-orbits S, 
{Xl (P, 4): (P? 4) = 113 and Jx2(p, q): (p, q)= 1). The set {xEX: Q(x)= 1) 
consists of the four H-orbits {x(p, q): p # 0 # q, (p, q) = 0}, {x(0, q): q # 0}, 
{X(P, 0): P f 01, and (x(0,0)} = {x0}. 
Remark 7.3. The notation (p, q) is used here in two meanings: firstly for 
the pair of vectors consisting of p and q, and secondly for their inner 
product. In each case the meaning will be clear from the context. 
The next lemma will play an important role in the determination of the 
spherical distributions. 
LEMMA 7.4. If T is an H-invariant distribution on X such that 
supp Tc {x(p, q):p=O or q=O}, then supp TC {x0}. 
ProoJ Because of the H-invariance of T it suffices to show that the 
restriction of T to a small neighbourhood U of x0 has support in (x0}. 
By taking U sufficiently small we may assume that we can take 
XI =x21 )..., x,- 1 =x,1, y1 =x12 )...) y,_ , = xln as local coordinates on U. 
Indeed, one easily verifies that if X’, ,..., X2, ~ 2 is the basis of 9, given by 
x:=+(-xi+x,_,+;) )...) n-l), (i= 1 
X:=$(xi+Xn-. I+, 1 (i = n,..., 2(n - 1 )), 
then 
$xi(exp tXj.x”)JI=O= -6,. 
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Now if x E U is of the form x(p, 0) (p # 0), then we will show that there 
is a small neighbourhood U0 of x, such that the restriction of T to U0 is 0. 
From the proof it will be seen that exactly the same can be done if x is of 
the form x(0, q) (q # 0), so then we will be finished. By taking U0 suf- 
ficiently small we can assume that there are a finite number of distributions 
Til,...,z,- 1 on the (x ,,..., x,_ ,)-space, such that for all fog with 
supp f c U. we have 
T(f) = C (*) 
i I,..., iA, 
(see [ 11, Theoreme XXXVI ] ). 
For i, j= l,..., n let Eij be the element of &‘(n, R) of which the entry in 
the ith row and jth column is 1, and the others 0. For k, I = l,..., n - 1 and 
k+t &+I,I+~ is in 4, and on U we have 
T 
a a 
Ek+ I.,+ I =&dx,-Ykayi. 
For k = l,..., n - 1, Ek + l,k + 1 - E,,, is in A, and on U we have 
T 
a a a 
Ek+ u+ I ~ El.1 =x1dx,+ ... +x,-, axkp, -+2x,&+x*+,- 
k ax ktl 
a a 
+ ... +x,_, -- ax, 1 Y’dy,- “. --Yk-I aYk-, 
a a 
-Yk+l ayk+, -- “’ --Ye1 -3 aY,- I 
so we can find elements F, ,..., Fn- i of A such that 
a a 
T,,=Xi~--Yt~ on U (i= l,..., n - 1). 
Now let f ES(X) and h E H. Define fh by fh(x) =f (h. x). Then 
T(f) = T(fh). In particular, if YE A, then T( f - fexpty) = 0 for all t E R. 
Dividing this by r, and letting t tend to 0, we obtain T( TYf) = 0. Now take 
Y=Ek+ I,/+ 1 (k # I). Then we get, using (*), for f E g(X) with supp f c U,; 
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The term in which an index ik - 1 occurs is understood here to be absent if 
i, = 0. 
This yields the following relations between the T,,,..,,,-, :
cik+ 1) Ti, ,..., ik+l ,..., ;,-I ,..., in-,+& CxlTi, ,..., inm,)=O. (1) 
k 
Here the first term is understood to be absent if i, = 0. 
Using the elements F, ,..., F,- , in a similar way, we obtain 
ik Ti ,,..., ifi-, 
a 
+ z cxk T I,..., ,nm,) = 0. (2) 
k 
Now we show that To ,_,,, o = 0 outside x = (x, ,..., x,- 1) = 0. From (1) and 
(2) it follows that 
$ (XI To,...,,) = 0 (k, l)...) n - 1 ), 
k 
so 
x/ To,...,o = c/ (I= l,..., n - 1) 
for some constants c1 ,..., c,- , . 
Take x, ,..., x,- , # 0. Then it follows from To ,,,,, o= c,/x/ (1= l,..., n - 1) 
that c1 = ... =c,-, =O. 
Now we prove that 
Ti, ,..., in-z.0 = 0 
outside the set where x,-, =O. From (1) and (2) it follows that 
$ (X,-I Ti, ,.._, i,-2,0)=0 (k = l,..., Iz - l), 
k 
so 
Ti, .._, in-.2,0=L 
X n-l 
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outside the set where x,_ i = 0, for some constant c. If k = l,..., n - 2 this 
implies 
txk Ti, ,.__, in-2.0) = Ti, . . . . . in-z,0 
outside the set where x, ~ i = 0. From this our assertion follows, if we use 
(2). 
Now we prove that 
outside the set where x, ~, = 0, using induction with respect to i, ~ 1. We 
just did the case where i,- i = 0. From (1) we see that if i,_ ,z 1, 
I = l,..., n - 2, then 
which allows us to do the induction step. 
Because the situation is entirely symmetric in the coordinates 
x1 ,...., x, - I, we see that we also have 
outside the set where xi = 0 for i = l,..., n - 2, which finishes the proof. 
Now we will consider H-invariant distributions on a neighbourhood of 
the submanifold S of X. These are determined by their restriction to a small 
neighbourhood, let us call it U, of x1 E S, given by 
0 0 
x1=01 . ( ! 0 
We take U connected, and small enough that we can take coordinates 
al, a3 ,..., a,, b,, b3,..., b, on U, such that in these coordinates xij = aibj if we 
write 
a,= 1, bZ= 1 -albl-a3b3- ... -a,b,. 
For k = 3,..., n we can express the vector fields TE2,k in these coordinates 
TE,, = ak c 
a#2 
-a,$+b,-& -b2&. 
P P > k 
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Also, 
k 
(k = 3,..., n), 
and 
T E2,2-&= 1 (-a,$+bPj+k&+bk& (k+2). 
Pf2 P P 
If D is a differential operator on U, then we denote its adjoint with respect 
to the measure da, da3 ... da,db,db, . . . db, by D*. One easily verifies that 
T:,, = - T,,k 2 T* Z-T Ek.2 64 (k = 3,..., n), 
and 
TB.2 ~ Ek.k = - T,, ~ Ek.k (k = 1, 3 ,..., n). 
The vector fields a/abk (k = 3,..., n) are linear combinations, with non-con- 
stant coefficients, of the vector fields 
~=(-b,-akb,)l(T,,~-ak TE2,2 .Ek,k-a: T,,,) (k = 3,..., n) 
k 
(we assume that ZJ is small enough that -b, - akbk #O). Also, 
a a i 
al--b,-=- 
aal ab, 2 
a a 
-a -+b - . 
p aa, p ab, 
Now let dx be an invariant measure on X; then on U we can express dx 
as 
dx=da, da,...da,,db, db3...db,, 
By making U smaller if necessary, we may assume that U consists of the 
points with coordinates ai, bi (i = 1, 3,..., n) with la, 1 c E, lb,1 < E for some 
E > 0. 
Now let T be the restriction of an H-invariant distribution on X to U. 
We then have T*,T= 0 for all YE A. By taking Y = Ek,2, E2,k (k = 3,..., n) 
and Y = E,,, -E,,, (k # 2) we see that then we have 
&T=-&T=~ (i = 3,..., n). 
I I 
and 
580/68/Z-6 
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Define forfEg(U) the function M,fon {(a,,b,): Ia,1 <E, lb,1 <E} by 
f da, . . . da,db, . . . db,; 
--E 
then ‘we can deduce 
LEMMA 7.5. If T is an H-invariant distribution on X, then there is a uni- 
que distribution Y on ( -E, E) x ( -E, E), such that for every f E 9(U) we have 
Tf = Y(A4, f ). Y is invariant under the transformations 
(~l,b,)+(sal,s~‘b~) (SZO). 
Proof: Only the invariance of Y remains to be proved. For s > 0 this 
follows from 
( 
a a 
a, G-b, K > 
y=O, 
so it suffices to prove it for s = - 1. Then it follows from the invariance of T 
under the element of H which has diagonal matrix diag( - 1, 1, - 1, l,..., l), 
which sends the point with coordinates (a,, a3 ,..., a,,, b,, b, ,..., 6,) to the 
point with coordinates (--a,, -a3, a4 ,..., a,,, -b,, -b,, b, ,..., b,). 
Define Ql: U+ R2 by Q( a,, a3 ,..., a,) = (a,, b 1 ); then we verify by 
straightforward calculation: 
LEMMA~.~. IffeC'((--E,E)x(-E,E)) then 
q (.f~Q,)=(~f)~Q,~ 
A=(Zn-8)a,$+2nb,$--4a~$+4(-1+2a,b,)& 
I I 1 1 1 
DefineQ,:a8*~[WbyQ2(a,,b,)=a,b,.LetLbeasinLemma7.1.Then 
one easily proves: 
LEMMA 7.7. If f E C2( R), then 
n(foQz)=(Lf)oQz. 
Now we are prepared to determine D>.,H(X). Define for fsg(X) the 
function Mf on ( - co, co) by the property 
~xF(Q(x))f(x)dx=~~_F(t)A4f(t)dt for all FEC,.(--~0, a). 
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Write 
X,= {x~XlQ(x)< 1) 
X2= {x~XlQ(x)>0}. 
Then x1 = Mg(X,) consists of all functions q5 of the form 
d(c) = do(t) + 01 (cl 1%4~l (40, $4 Eg(--cO, l)), 
and & = MGS(X,) consists of all functions 4 of the form 
with 
Y(t- l)(t- l)+* if n is odd 
(t- l)“P*loglt- 11 if n is even. 
If we topologize & and x2 as in [2, Appendix A] then we have, for 
i= 1,2: 
(a) M: 9(X;) -+ yi: is continuous. 
(b) The image M’(Z”:) of the transpose map M’: S’:-B’(Xi) 
between the dual topological vector spaces consists of H-invariant dis- 
tributions. 
For all these facts we refer to [ 12, Lemmas 4.3, 5.11. 
Remark 7.8. The situation here is different from that in [2]. Because H 
does not act transitively on {x E XI Q(x) = c} for c = 0 or 1, we cannot say 
that M’(%:) consists of all H-invariant distributions on X,. 
(c) q oM’=M’oL. 
Now we determine the space 6@i,H(Xi) of H-invariant eigendistributions 
of 0 for eigenvalue 1” on Xi. Consider the case i = 2 first. Let @ be the 
solution of Lu = Au on (0, co) which is regular in 1, and takes the value 1 
there. Let W be a second solution of the form 
where W, is analytic on (0, cc ), W, (1) = 1, and CI is a complex constant 
(depending on A). Write 
W,(t)= f !$(t-l)k 
k=O 
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for It - 11 small enough, and define if 4 = &, + ~4, 
n-3), 
E(4)= 1 
k=O 
T+(4WfoJ1+,4W w(t)& T- (4) = Pf J 4(t) w(t) dt. El0 0 
Now suppose TE gi,H(X2). Write X: for X, with the closed subset 
{x(p, q)(p = 0 or q = 0} deleted. Because H acts transitively on the sets 
Q = const in X,, and because Q has no critical points in e, a distribution 
So E~Y(O, co) exists, such that Tf= S,(Mf) for all fog. Let So have 
order k in a neighbourhood of 1. Let x be a function in g(O, co) which is 
equal to 1 in a neighbourhood of 1. Then we can extend So to an element 
of Xi as follows. If 4 = 4, + r$, (do, 4, E g(O, co)) define 
So(4)=So 4-Nc k fT!p(x-l)‘). 
j-0 ' 
Then T - M’S, is an H-invariant distribution with support in 
{x(p, q)Ip = 0 or q =O}; hence, because of Lemma 7.4, with support in 
(x0}. Then, because of Lemma 5.3 in [ 121, which we easily see holds also 
in our case, an SE Hz exists such that T = M’S Because 0 T = AT we have 
LS = AS. 
From [2, Appendix A] we now see that gi,H(X2) has dimension 2, and 
is spanned by 
M’(S+ + s-), M’(chs+ + E) 
if n is odd, and by 
M’(S+ + s-), M’(T+ + T..) 
if n is even. 
Now determine C& (Xi). Let $ be the solution of Lu = Au on ( - co, 1) 
which is regular in 0 and takes the value 1 there. Let @’ be a second 
solution, of the form 
m(t) = @1(t) + d(t) logltl, 
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with wr analytic on ( - co, 1) and @i (0) = 1. Define 
Now suppose TE gi,H(X1). Then, because of Lemmas 7.6 and 7.7, a dis- 
tribution Y on ( -E, E) x (-E, E) exists, such that if f~ g(U), then 
Tf= Y(M,f). Y is invariant under the action of the multiplicative group 
R* = R\(O) acting on R2 by 
g,(x.y) = (sx, s-‘Y), 
and it satisfies A Y = 1 Y. 
Thus we have to determine the possible Y’s. Define for 
f~ $8(( -E, E) x ( -E, E)) the function M2f by the property 
I: e 
s I f’(Q2 (x> ~))f(x, Y) dx& c -E 
= I m F(t) M2f(t) dt forall FEC,.(--cc, a), -cc 
Then the image of g( ( -E, E) x ( -E, E)) under M consists of the functions 
of the form 
4(t) = do(t) + 41 (cl logIt (40, 41 E 9(% 5)) 
for some CJ, r, depending on ~(0 < 0 <r) (cf. [12, Lemma 4.31). If we 
topologize X=M2(~((--~,~)x(--.sE,~))) as in [2, Appendix A] then 
M2 2”’ consists of all 0( 1, 1 )-invariant distributions on U. Here 0( 1, 1) is 
the group of linear transformations of R* preserving Q2. It is generated by 
the transformations g, together with G, defined by 0(x, y) = ( y, x). 
Iffeg((--c,s)x(-s,s)) definef”Eg((-.s,s)x(--8,s)) byf”(x,y)= 
f( y, x). Define ‘Y” by YO(f) = Y(f”). Then i( Y + Y”) is 0( 1, 1 )-invariant, 
hence of the form M;S with SE Z’. Hence the support of Y. = Y - M;S is 
contained in {(x, y)lx = 0 or y = 0). Y, is R*-invariant. 
Now the R*-invariant distributions with support contained in 
{(x, 0)1x # 0} are of the form 
f a,dy@ Pf x-Ck+l). 
k=O 
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Here “I”) @ Pf x p(k + ‘) is defined by 
This follows from an application of Theorem XXXVI from [ 111, the 
theorem we also used in the proof of Lemma 7.4. A similar result holds on 
((0, y)l y # 0} and we obtain 
N 
!Y=MM;S+ c a,6~)OPfx-(k+‘)+b,6~~)OPfy-(k+” 
k=l 
outside (0,O). We can assume that the terms under the summation sign are 
antisymmetric in x and y (ak = - bk), because the symmetric part is 
0( 1, 1)-invariant, hence of the form M2S’ for some S’ E Y?‘. For the same 
reason the expression for Y can be assumed to hold also in (0, 0), because 
an antisymmetric R.-invariant distribution with support in (0, 0) is 0. Now, 
using Lemma 7.7, we obtain 
0=(/i-A) Y 
=M;((L-A)S)+(A-A) 
x k~~~,(~~‘~Pfx~l*+l’-~~k’~Pf~~lk+l’) 
( > 
Now M2 (L - 1) S is 0( 1, 1 )-, hence a-invariant, so 
(n-n) f ak(6~)OPfx-(k+‘)-6(,k)OPfy-(k+‘)) 
k=O 
has to be o-invariant. 
Using the formulae 
x,j’k’= -k&k-” x * 2 x2cy=k(k - 1) 6(xk-2), 
and similar ones with y instead of x, we see that it is equal to 
N+I 
1 Ck81/1’OPfX-‘k+“+dk~~k’OPfy-‘k+“, 
k=O 
with 
ck= -&=(--4(k+l)(n-l)-1)a,+4a,p,. 
The terms 4ka, _ , are understood to be absent if k = 0. 
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Now ck = dk implies ck = 0, and hence, because uN + i = 0, recursively that 
uk = 0 for all k. 
So, finally, Y = M;S. Using this we see from [2, Appendix A] that 
gi,“(XI) has dimension 2, and is spanned by 
M’(S+ + s-), M’(F++F-) 
(observe that Q = Q2 0 Q, , hence M = M, o M, and M’ = M’, 0 Mb). 
Now we are ready for our final purpose. We have: 
PROPOSITION 7.9. dim gi;,H(X) = 2 for all A E @. 
Proof: Suppose TE k3i;,H(X), Then the restriction of T to X, is of the 
form M’S, with S a linear combination of S, + S and T, + T- if n is 
even, S, + S and MS+ + E if n is odd. The restriction of T to X, n X, is 
of the form M’S, where S is a linear combination of 3, and T+ . From the 
description of C&(X,) it follows that the restriction of T to X, is com- 
pletely determined by the restriction to X, n X,. Hence dim g;,“(X) 5 2. 
But we also see that if S is a linear combination of S, + S and T, + T-, 
then M’S can be extended to an element of g;,,(X), which finishes the 
proof. 
Remark 7.10. Put A= s2 - p*. We shall show (see the proof of 
Lemma 8.2) that [o,s and [l,s are linearly independent for Im s # 0. They 
thus form a basis of g,&(X) for the corresponding value of 1. One has the 
following integral expression for <i,s (i = 0, 1): 
io,., (4) = &+2j 2 I ,&b, s)lP, (b)l(-s-p)‘2 db B 
4 
il,s(d) = 2 s 
,~(b,s)lP,(b)l(-“-p)‘2 sgn P,(b)db 
B 
(4 E W’); Reb) < -P 1. 
8. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE SPHERICAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
In this section we study the asymptotic behaviour of the distributions 
[i,s, in a sense which will be made precise below. We will use this for the 
purpose of expressing them in the bases of C%$,(X) (2 = s2 - p’) found in 
the preceding section. The results may be considered as a first step towards 
obtaining a Plancherel formula for our space. 
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In the preceding section we saw that every spherical distribution T is of 
the form T(f) = S(Mf) (fe g(X)), w h ere S is a linear form on the space 
Mg(X) with the following property: there is a function, which by abuse of 
notation we shall also call S, on ( - co, co)\{O, 1 }, such that if 4 E A&?(X) 
and 0, 1 $ Supp 4, then 
S(q5) = ja S(t) d(t) cit. (*) -co 
On (0, a)\{l>, S. 1s a linear combination of certain functions @ and W, 
and on (-co, l)\(O) f o certain functions & and m, which are of the 
following form: @ is analytic on (0, co), 5 is analytic on ( - co, l), 
w(t)=(t-l)*~“Wl(t)+cr@(t)lOg~t- 11, 
where W, is analytic on (0, co) and CL is a complex constant, W, (1) = 1 
Iv(t) = Fv, (t) + &s(t) logit), 
where fi, is analytic on (-co, l), mt, (0) = 1, and B is a complex constant. 
We shall determine these more explicitly. 
The equation Lu = AU is a hypergeometric differential equation. From the 
theory of this equation (cf., e.g., [17, Chap. XIV]) we obtain (writing 
/?=n-1, A= * s -PZ), 
@(t)=*F1 
6(t) = *F, 
From now on we will assume in this section that Im s # 0. Then we have 
[ 17, p. 299, Exercise 183 
lim (1 - t)nP2 
fT’ 
Thus we can take W such that 
W(t)=(-1)“-2 
++(F) 
qp-l) 2F1 2’2; ) 
(p+s p-s 1-f) 
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for O<t 
have 
p. 1101 we see that for O<t<l we 
f (%qk(5qk 
k=O 
(k!)* 
P+S P-S -- 
-1ogt f ()( q 2 k s kfk 
k=O (k!)* ’ 
so we can take @ such that 
R(t) = fP3r(Y) 
I-(p)Eo 2F1 2’2’ ’ 
(p+s p-s,p.l~t) 
for 0 < t < 1. For the definition of Ek we refer to [ 11, but in fact the reader 
need only know that E. # 0. 
Now we define functions So, S,, Sz on ( - co, co)\ (0, 1 > as follows: 
for t>O 
So(t) = for t < 1. 
W(t) for t>O 
S,(t)= 
(-l)“-’ e? 4% &) 
T(P- 1) 
fort< 1. 
fort<1 
for t > 1. 
Here c( is as in the preceding section. 
In the preceding section we saw that if n is odd then So and S, corre- 
spond to a basis of C&(X), and So and S1 if n is even. The following 
lemma gives the asymptotic behaviour as t -+ f co of these functions. We 
shall writef-g (t+ *co) iff(t)=g(t) [1+0(1/lt[)] fort- &co. 
LEMMA 8.1. If Re s > 0 we have 
Si(t)-di,+ t+pqt + CD) and S,(t)-d,_ (-t)(S-p)‘2(t+ -co), 
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where the constants di,* are given by 
d J-(P) T(s) o,+ = 
d 1,+ =(-l)“-’ 
d -0 2,+ - 
do,- = 
d,,- = 
UP) 0) 
s+p 2 r- 
( > 2 
(-l)“-’ \ 
qp- 1) r(s-~+2) 
d2,- = --II 
r(~)r~p-l)r(s-P2+2)r(-S-~12)’ 
ProoJ d,.+ is clear. d,, + and d,,- are found using the asymptotic 
behaviour of the hypergeometric function, which folllows from [ 1, for- 
mulas (3), (4), p. 105; formula (46), p. 1041. 
d o,- and 4, are found by using formula (34) on page 107 of [ 1 ] to 
find the analytic continuations of @ and 8 to the complex plane minus a 
cut along ( - o3,O) and (1, 00) respectively, and by taking the limit of half 
the sum of the values of the analytic continuation as we approach a point 
on the cut from both sides of the cut. Finally, d,, ~ = -md,,- , and from 
formula (14) on page 110 of [l] it follows that 
Consider [O,S and <,,S as distributions on G/H. Then we have 
iis = s’(Mf) for a certain linear functional S’ on Ma(X). Consider S’, 
using (*), as a function on ( - co, co)\{O, 1). Then it follows from 
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Lemma 8.1 that there are constants c, f (i = 0, 1) such that if Re s > p (as 
we will assume from now on) 
Si( t) N Ci, + t’s ~ p)/2 (t-+ 001, 
S’(t)-c& (-t)‘“-p)‘2 (t-+-co). 
If we can find these constants we can use Lemma 8.1 to express li,, in terms 
of the spherical distributions found in the preceding section. 
If d E 9(X), and t E [w, define 4, E 9’(X) by 4,(-x) = d(a;x). Suppose 
supp 4 c {x E XJP(x, to) > O}; then, because 
P(x, to)=4 lim eP2’Q(aP;x) for all x E X, 
1-x 
we have supp 4, c {x E XI Q(x) > 1) for t large enough. Hence 
= lim 2(“PP)e’ -s+p’r S’(Q(x)) b,(x) dx 
r-m 
= lim 2’sPP)e’Pv+P)r sO(Q(aPl.x)) d(x) dx 
f + a, i X 
= co, + 
s 
(P(x, (“)(‘s-p)‘2 d(x) dx, 
X 
by an application of the dominated convergence theorem. 
The same holds if we replace i = 0 by i = 1, but we write the result in this 
case as 
lim 2’sPp)e( ~“+P”~,,,(~,) 
,*@Z 
=c1.+ s 
pqx, (O)l ‘.Y - PC sgn W, 5”) 4(x) dx. 
X 
In a similar way we prove that if supp 4 c {x E XIP(x, 5”) < 0}, then 
]im 2(,F~“)e’~“+P)‘io,,(~,) 
I - 02 
= co, _ 
5 
(P(x, ~“)l’“-p)‘2 b(x) dx, 
X 
lim 2~s~p)e(~~~+p)‘~,,s(~,) 
,-CC 
= -Cl,- s lP(x, ~O)l’“-“)‘* w W, 5”) d(x) dx. X 
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On the other hand from the expression for &,-s in terms of the Fourier 
transform (see Section 6) we obtain, if supp q$ c (x E XjP(x, go) > 01, 
lim 2(S-P’e’-“+P”i,~s(~,) 
t-tm 
= 
r 
X 
I 
o&b, -s)lP(b, u,x”)((s-p)‘* db 
B 
2 I 
o&b, -s)lP(b, ~“)l(s--p)‘2 db, 
B 
by the dominated convergence theorem. Similar calculations can be done 
for c,,-$ and for the case supp q5 c (x E XjP(x, 5”) CO}. But we have: 
LEMMA 8.2. (j,s=[i,p.for all SEC, i=O, 1. 
Proof: Write 
!f’(t, s) = (cash 21)+~)‘* #, y,y; f; tanh’ 2t 
> 
and 
!P, (t, s) = tanh 2t(cosh 2t)(s-p)i2 2F, 
p-s+2 p--s+2 p+2 
. 4 , 4 ’ -; 2 tanh’ 2t > . 
If b. E 9(X) is K-invariant, q50(ka,xo) = F(t) for some FE C:,,(R), and if 
(6r E 9(X) transforms under the action of K according to the representation 
zo, say q5, (ka,x”) = Y(k) F(t) for some FE: C$& (R), then we have 
io,s(4r)=O (1) 
i,,s(40)=0 (2) 
and 
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( ) --$ il,s((h)Jl,=O 
PI (s) PI (-3) = 
r(.-;+4)‘r(~s~~+l)‘i’l y’l(t,s)F(t)A(t)dt. (4) 
Let us prove the more difficult of the last two formulae, formula (4). We 
may suppose Re s < --p, because then the general case follows by analytic 
continuation. Then 
1,.,((h),) = 
1 
‘-s-p+4 16 )I wO> $1 
I- 
t 
I 2 K 
4 > 
x IP, (k<0)((-s-p)‘2 sgn P, (I?[‘) dk 
= 
rc-‘l”;“) 
2 s K I& (a,ktO, s) 
4 
x IPI (ktj0)l(-s-p)‘2 sgn P, (k<‘) dk 
= 
2 s 
16, (kt"> s) 
K 
x (pl (a~tk50)((~s-p)/2 sgn f’, (a-,ktO) dk 
x 
s 
Y(k)(P(k-‘a;~‘, ~“)((~s--p)‘2 sgn P(k-‘a;~‘, to) dk 
K 
x 
1‘ 
Y(k)(P(ka,x’, t”)[’ -s~p)‘2 sgn P(ka,x’, to) dk. 
K 
The latter equality follows from the unimodularity of K, and the fact that 
Y(k) = Y(k-‘) (k E K). From this (4) easily follows. 
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Consequently, if Im s # 0, then [O,S and cI,S are Iinearly independent, and 
hence, because of Proposition 7,9, they span g;,,(X). Thus constants rci,, 
(i, j = 0, 1) exist such that 
it,-, = i Ki,jij,s. 
j=O 
Testing this equality against functions of the form &, and (bI), yields, 
because of (1) and (2), that IC,,~= K*,, =O, and, because of (3) and (4), that 
Ko,o = Kl.1 = 1. In the last step we use the fact that F(u(t, s) and Fv,(t, S) are 
even functions of S. This follows from [l, formula (2) p. 1051. Now the 
lemma follows for all s by analytic continuation. 
Thus we have two expressions for 
lim 2(S-P)e(~S+P)‘lj,s(~l). 
,-CC 
Comparing these we obtain, if supp 4 c {x E XjP(x, to) > 0}, 
o&b, -s)(P(b, ~“)l+P)‘2 db 
,&b, -s)(P(b, (“)1’“-pv2 sgn P(b, lo) db 
and if suppbc (xEXJP(X, r’)<O), 
,&b, -s)lP(b, ~“)(+p)‘z db 
,$(b, -s)lP(b, 5°)1(“~p)‘2sgn P(b, <‘)db. 
Observe that the integral in the right-hand side of the first of these four for- 
mulae is equal to 
4-:“) 
4 (Ao,,& .Y -s))(4°x 
4 
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where A,,s is the intertwining operator of Section 5. Similar expressions can 
be given for the right-hand sides of the other three formulae. This means 
that the constants ci,+ can be found from the next proposition, for the 
statement of which we now introduce some further notations. 
Write Fi,s for the map from 9(X) to Ei,s(Z) which sends 4 to ff( . , s). 
A,,, acts as a scalar CI~(S) on K-invariant functions, and A I,s acts as a scalar 
c(~ (s) on functions which transform under the action of K according to the 
representation rO, These scalars were calculated in Section 6. We have: 
PROPOSITION 8.3. A i,s. Fi,+ = u,(s) y(s) Fi,s, where 
Proof. As we already saw in the proof of Lemma 8.2, iO,s and c,,s are 
linearly independent and span 9i,H(X) if Im s ~0. Put, for 4 E 9(x), 
i=O, 1, 
Then ii,, E 9;,“(X). Thus, if Im s # 0, there are constants ~Js) (i,j = 0, 1) 
such that 
J=o 
By testing both sides of these equations against functions of the form do 
and (dl)l, respectively, we see that yo,, (s) = Y~,~(s) =0, so 
i&s = Yo.0 ($1 r0.s (5) 
cl.5 =Yl,l (s) i1.S. (6) 
Also 
(8) 
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From (3), (S), and (7) and (4), (6), and (8), respectively we see 
We conclude that if 4 E 9(X), I/J E 9(G), then 
The subspace {~:,-,(~)ui,-,I~~~(G)}=F,,-,(~(X)) of Ej,-S(E) is G- 
invariant. If s # 0 is purely imaginary then this subspace is non-zero, and 
rc;, --s is irreducible by Proposition 3.2. Hence in that case Fi,-s (9(X)) is 
dense in E,-,(E) and the proposition follows. But then the statement is 
true for all s for which both sides of the equation are defined, by analytic 
continuation. 
COROLLARY 8.4. 
co,+ =cg,- = Yo,o(S) 
rr:+2J 
2-v-($)r(f)r(i) 
= 
nr(s-;+2rr( -s-;+n)r(F) 
C 1,+ = -c1,- =r(s~:;;4) 
= -2-P r(:) r(i) r(f) nr(s-;+4)“r(P+;+2)2r(-s-;+n)’ 
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By means of the explicit expressions for the constants ci,_+ we can express 
the distributions < j,s in terms of the basis of 9i,H(X) (A = s2 - p2) from Sec- 
tion 7, by using the expressions for d, + . We obtain 
THEOREM 8.5. If n is odd, then for Im s # 0, 
so = A,,,(s) so + A,,, b) s*, 
S1=~~,o(~)So+~1,2(~)S*~ 
with 
2-p cos y 
Ao.o @I= 
T(S-Pq+2)‘r(-s-p+2~co,2~(~) 
Ao,2(s)=Ao,o(s). 
,(p)np-l)r(s-Pz,,)r(_,,+2) 
d-(7) r-(F) 
x l- 
I 
1 
( ‘iI 
S-P 
cos 7.c - 
2 
A&)= -2-p 
A,,,(s)=A,,o(s) 
T(p)T(p-l)~(‘-~+2)r(--r-~+2) 
dfg r(y) 
x I+ 
1 
1 
( 11 
s-p . 
cos 7t - 
2 
For n even we get, if Im s # 0, 
so = Ao.o(S) so +A,,, (s) Sl> 
S’=A,,o(s)So+A,,,(s)S1, 
580/68!2-7 
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with 
‘40,0(S) = 
2-p+’ 
4-;+2)y yP+2)‘c+ 
A,,1 (3) =&,0(S). 
r(p)l.(pl)l(s-~+2)~(-s-~+2)sin~(~) 
d-(y) l-(T) 
Observe that the A,(s) are indeed even in s, as is predicted by Lemma 8.2. 
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